
September, 1982 

In November, 1981, the Pulitzer Prize Board refused to correct a 

blatant and serious error in its features award of the previous spring, 

thus formally ratifying a panicked and inadvertent action taken on the 

heels of its Janet Cooke fiasco. The Board has since failed to consider, 

as promised by its administrator, the release of the attached letter (D), 

which would have clarified the record of this chain of events and laid 

bare the duplicity of the earlier official claim of faithfulness to the 

intent of the Pulitzer features jury which considered the award (C). The 

disdain for seriousness and veracity evidenced in these transactions ‘not 

only demeans the Pulitzer Prize, but sanctions a continuation of journal- 

istic abuses which deserve condemnation rather than awards. 

Before the last traces of the Cooke affair fade from memory, it seems 

in order to put clearly on the record the facts of this second stage of 

that episode. The irresponsibility which has pervaded this sequence raises © 

fundamental questions about the seriousness and sense of obligation with 

which a major journalistic trust is being administered. 

Jeff Robbins 
22 Forest Street 
Cambridge, Massachusetts



Summary: 1981 Feature Writing Award 

1. The feature writing jury was asked to choose fran among 164 entries, 
some extremely long, in a period of three days. Following their efforts, 
the members unanimously requested the Pulitzer Board to ease the burden 
of volume on features panels in the future. ("After ‘Jimmy's World,'" 
National News Council, p. 89). 

2. The features jury was not consulted in any way prior to the substitution 
of the Janet Cooke entry, which it had never seen. Following the Cooke de- 
bacle, they were likewise not contacted about the matter of the listing of 
constituent articles on the rebound features award. (pp. 89, 92) 

3. The substitution of the Carpenter for the discredited Cooke award took 
place through a process which was hurried and improvised. No meeting of 
the Pulitzer Board was held and not all of the members were reached in the 
telephone poll which was conducted. The process was completed in a matter 
of hours. (p. 92) 

4. It remains unclear whether, at the time of this substitute award, any 
of the members of the officiating board had read or even seen two of the 
three stories cited in it, including "From Heroism to Madness." Neither 
that story nor "Death of a Playmate" was included anywhere in the basic 
"Brown Book" of nomination documentation supplied to board members prior 
to their April 3 deliberations. (pp. 95-96) 

5. The features jury chair, Judith Crist, stated the panel's position in 
a May 12 letter on their behalf to the Pulitzer Board: "Our recommendation 
for the prize was based solely and exclusively on ‘Murder on a Day Pass,'" 
she wrote. "Once again because the Board did not follow or publicize the 
exact recommendation of its panel... both the panelists involved and the 
Pulitzer prize itself are being held up to ridicule and their integrity 
questioned... We are outraged by the mishandling of this second award and 
embarrassed on behalf of the Pulitzer Prize." (emphasis added) (D, Editor 
and Publisher, May 16, 1981) 

6. The National News Council ruling on "From Heroism to Madness" was issued 
on June ll. Its twenty-page report documented numerous specific deficiencies 
in the story's method and content, and the ruling upheld the initiating 
complaints. (E) No independent inquiry into the facts was apparently ever 
undertaken by the Pulitzer administration. 

7. Stating that it saw no reason to alter its "acceptance of the jury's 
recommendation" (sic), the Pulitzer Board, on November 20, reaffirmed its 
prior actions. (C)
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Bad News 

Some Journalists Fear 
Flashy Reporters Let 

Color Overwhelm Fact 

They Say Methods of Fiction 

‘Are Overused by Wniters 

Who Lack Special Talent 

Have Editors Lost Control? 

-By. PAUL. BLUSTEIN 
Staff Reporter of Tue Wart STaKet Journat 

BELFAST— Peering over the hood of 
ax’ armored car, gunner, Christopher 
Spell of the British Army watched a 
child not yet in lus teens fling a gasoline 
bomb against the front of the Northern 
Bank on the Falls Road... . A soldier 
Spe sed his SER rifle and 

fired. too. shots..4 15-year-old .n@ned 
Johnny McCarien fell. ... “If I'm 
lucky, the little Feman will dte,”’ the sol- 
dier said. 

From e@ celuma by Michael Daly 
ia the New York Daily News 

Sounds as if Mr. Daly accompanied gun- 
ner Spell in an armored car, right? 

Sweeney was utterly alone... .. Low- 
ensiein, he was: sure, had willed the 
murder af San Francisco Mayor George 
Moscone in 1978, as well as the 1979 DC- 
10 crash in Chicago. . . . The plan he de- 
vised tontained a simple and chilling 
logic. He would confront Lowenstein and 
demand assurances that in the future he 
would leave Sweeney, his family, and 
others alone. If he got those assurances, 
Sweeney intended to dnve home to Ore- 
gon. ... if not, he would have to de- 
Stroy his tormentor. 

From an articte by Terese 
in The Village Veice 

Sounds as if Miss Carpenter had a 
searching interview with Mr. Sweeney, 
right? 

Wrong on both counts. There isn't any 
British soldier named Christopher Spell, and 
Miss Carpenter hasn't ever met Mr. Swee- 
ney. 7 

A ~ From Wall Street 

Since the exposure as fiction last month 
of an article in the Washington Post by 
Janet Cooke about an eight-year-old heroin 
addict. journalists have been soul-searching 
about some of their profession's techniques. 
Much attention has been focused on Itherties 
taken in the name of the so-called New Jour- 
nalism, which has been controversial ever 
since it became popular in the mid-1960s. 

According to Clay Felker, the editor of 
New York Magazine from 1968 to 1977 who 
encouraged the technique and helped make 
it popular, “AI! New Journalism ts a resus: 
citation of standard literary techniques such 
as narration. dialogue and scene-setting.” 

But while the itterary styles common to 
fiction can somedmes be more revealing 
than the journalist's standard who-what- 
where-when formula, “some journalists 
have drifted into the substance of fiction,” 
Says Ben H, Bagdikian, a former Washing- 
ton Post editor who teaches journalism at 
the University of Californta at Berkeley. 
‘The doctoring of quotes and the invention 

’ of vivid detail of scenes has gone too far 
with many people.” 

And it's a short hop from “‘doctoring” a 
Story to what journalists call piping’ i— 
making it up-—as Miss Cooke did in her ac- 
count of “Jimmy,” the young addict. 

Just a Pseudonym . 
Mr. Daly resigned from the News last 

week after his column from Belfast was de- 
nounced as “a pack of ties” by the Daily 
Maii of London. The News said “Christapher- 
Spell” was a pseudonym for a soldier who 
didn't want.to de identified es @ acurce-st- 
though Mr. Daly couldn't tell an editor the 
man’s real name. 

Michael O'Netil, the News’ editor, said 
that “the central incidents” of Mr. Daly's 
column had been confirmed, and he noted 
that the column never claimed that Mr. 
Daly was on the army patrol or in an ar- 
mored car. But the News accepted Mr. Da- 
ly’s resignation “with extreme regret, Mr 

Journal, May 14, 1981 

O'Neill said, because of “the absence of in- 
dependent corroboration of disputed points” 
and because it was ‘misleading’ for Mr. 
Daly tp have used a pseudonym withoitt 
alerting the reader that (t was actually an 
anonymous source. 

Miss Carpenter was awarded the Pulitzer 
Prize in feature writing after Miss Couke 
confessed her hoax. One of the Carpenter 
entries was a story about Dennis Sweeney. 
the man who has been accused of killing for- 
mer Rep, Allard Lowenstein last year. Al- 
though her story probes Mr. Sweeney's 
thoughts and includes such language as 
“According to Sweeney... and. “Now, 
from his cell at Riker'’s Istand, Sweeney de- 
mes ...," Miss Carpenter says she didn't, 
mean to imply that she had talked to him. 
“It's very cumbersome to say, ‘According to 
sources Close to Sweeney,’ "’ she explains. 
Indirect Access 

_ The 55a about Mr. Sweeney's. 
thoughts just before Mr. Lowenstein was 
Killed was dérived. says Miss Carpenter, 
from interviews with the accused man’s at. 
torney and with another person who tatked 
to Mr. Sweeney after the killing and who re- 
quested anonymity. Since the attorney was 
planning on pleading his client tnnocent by 
reason of insanity. Miss Carpenter says, “If 
I had not been able to corroborate the mate- 
rial, I might not have used it. 

“I knew in my gut that this is what Swee- 
ney was thinking,” she says. “It's incum- 
bent upon me to make judgments. Otherwise 
I'm shunting off responsibility and being ter- 
ribly cautious, and betng a Clumsy writer in 
the process.’ She notes that Mr. Sweeney |. 
wrote to the Voice disputing a few points in 
the story, but not its main thrust or the pas- 
Sage quoted above. 

How many stories are misieading is any- 
body's guess. “I don’t think that the kind of 

_ thing that happened with Janet Cooke —that 
is, the total fabrication of stories—is very 

Please Turn to Page #), Cotumn 2 



% 239 Carlton Avenue 
Brooklyn, New York 11205 
July 31, 1982 

Editor ; 
Village Voice , B ~ Unpublished letter 

842 Broadway . . to editor 
New York, New York 10003 

Dear Editor: 

It is sad to see the Village Voice continue to disgrace itself in defending 
a pathetic and inaccurate article. The sophistry and arrogance of Messrs, 
Schneiderman and Hentoff, however, do nothing to restore any credibility to 
Teresa Carpenter's shoddy essay on Allard K, Lowenstein and the man who mat 
dered hin, . 

The reliability of this article is mos: simply illustrated by a few factual 
examples: . : 

1.) Miss Carpenter places the murder at issue on the wrong day of the 
week and the wrong date of the month. Or does Mr. Schneiderman contest this 
with his claim that he stands behind "every word" of the story? 

2.) Miss Carpenter charges that Lowenstein traveled around the country 
in 1967 "attacking Resistance for not working within the system." In fact, 
as the Voice knows, he supported ‘resistance activities and argued that they. 
Were "within the system." — , ; 

3.) Miss Carpenter reports, among other things, that “everyone simply 
assumed that Lowenstein approached Sweeney." The National News Council quotes 
seven members of "everyone" = from Stanford, Mississippi and elsewhere - who 
assumed nothing of the kind, Scores of others could have been cited, 

4.) Miss Carpenter reports a Lowenstein meeting with Sweeney in Palo Alto 
in the mid '60s, including an "embrace." Sweeney's direct written account 
describes a short verbal exchange on the telephone. 

5.) Miss Carpenter adds to the written quotation of Lowenstein's part of 
this telephone call and proceeds to utilize the fresh portion as a basis for 
interpretation of Sweeney's paychological decline. 

6.) Miss Carpenter says Lowenstein "dropped out" of politics after 1964 
"to attend to his family's restaurant business," In fact, he did neither. 

7.) Miss Carpenter repeatedly treats as reality the second-hand accounts 
of a man whom she, his lawyer, and everyone else describe as "insane." Was he 
equally reliable when he himself challenged part of her version of his history?



- 8.) As the News Council concluded and Hentoff himself hal f-admits, ‘Miss Carpenter misleadingly implies that she had personally’ interviewed this unreliable source. Hedbcngn Ps iesien 
| Ge) Miss Carpenter frequently mis-portrays the ‘politics of the Missis-. _ aippi civil rights: struggle, including the discovery of "betrayal": out o 

what Michael Harrington (another "betrayer"?) describes as Ndifferences ’ 
within the movement over how to conduct the [Atlantic City) floor fight: 

Be ae Ney Peete Be alae 

10.) Miss Carpenter devotes part of two paragraphs toad Sweeney's contacts with a film-maker named Bd Pincus. Mr, Pinca 
orted six separate errors of fact in these brief reference 

cription 
s has. ree 

_ Although serious questions exist about the article's checkout-counter fixation, 
_ however, the above element alone is not critical to Carpenter's broader abuses, 
Or does Hentoff want to charge that anyone linked to suggested gay 
-“is "breathlessly frenzied," ego-maniacal and "never quite honest?" 

a -himself in his fraudulent "issue," = 

' of the finest and most selfless leaders in America, 

In view of the Yoice proclamation, "let the reader judge," I am disappointed. 
at its careful excision of the facts which might make informed judgement pose os 

sible, While the exposure of Carpenter's concoction may upset Messrs, Hentoff 9... _ and Scnneiderman, it should cheer anyone more committed to standards of accuracy . 
- and decency in joumalimm 800 6 

Gregory Stone. 



. PRESS RELEASE FoR NOVEMBER 20, 1981. » C= Pulitzer Board 

Board ‘took: several ‘decisions concerning its future Operations 
NGe 

part_of a ont inal 

“The Board also. “reviewed: 

Teresa Carpenter in Ligne of 

no ‘reason, to. depart. from. its acceptance "s. 4 ‘the vote | on. t} his question was una, 

Contact: 4 
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D - Crist letter to 

Pulitzer Board 

. May 12, 1681 ; , | a 

Pr. sichard T feher, fecretary 
rize Inara 

2 Taiversity 
Pate York, N.Y. 10927 

tha Five torlers of the Feature Writing ranel vould like to elirify cur recormencation of Teresa Carpenter as our first crejce for a Pulitzer trize. Confusion hes resulted fren. 
the Foord*s averd of the price with sirply a listine of comral of cr erticles. Gur recamrancation for the prize, fo, Pevever, +ss Lase@ sealely and exchausively upon her tork {n _— ‘Tarcer on a Dey Pass,” although we notes that her “excellent . Vritane” ves apparent in the other storics salrittedc on here ratalf, dnceludging one on the ceath of sara Lodecsstecin. 
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Yeurs truly,



The National News Council Onc Lincoln Plaza * New York, N.Y. 10023 © (212) 595-9411 

E - Excerpts, National 

News Council Report 

COMPLAINT NO. 24-81 ; (Filed May 4 and 
May 6, 1981) 

LARRY LOWENSTEIN AND JAMES A. WECHSLER 
against 

THE VILLAGE VOICE AND TERESA CARPENTER 

Nature of complaint: Immediately after the awarding of a Pulitzer 

Prize for feature writing to Teresa Carpenter for three articles in 

The Village Voice, two complaints were filed with The Council about 

one of the articles, “Erom Heroism to Madness: The Odyssey of the Man | 

Who Shot Al Lowenstein.'' One complainant was Larry Lowenstein, 

brother of Allard Lowenstein, the former Congressman from New York's 

Fifth District, who was shot fatally in hig Rockefeller Center law 

office by Dennis Sweeney, a former student and, at one time, a political 

-21 

COUNCIL ACTION: Under the patterns followed on most newspapers, 

the inclusion of many critical comments about an individual's actions 

and motivations would bring requests from editors for further investigation 

and broader interviewing to make certain that the general characterization 

beina drawn was well-founded. There is no evidence of any such attempt 

in this Villaae Voice story, even thoush The Council's research promptly 

brought forth a number of stronaly differing viewpoints and flat contradictions 

from individuals who were closely associated with Allard Lowenstein during 

his career. 

Teresa Carpenter has made it clear she was a free-lancer at the time



she submitted her articles and has said that because of this The Voice | 

. applied stringent checking to her copy. Despite Editor David Schneiderman' s 

, reiteration of such checking and his confidence in the article, a number 

of valid challenges have arisen to ‘cast doubt on ‘the story! Ss accuracy 

and its depiction of Mr. Lowenstein. The Council is further disturbed by 

a paragraph that reads as if Ns. Carpenter had interviewed Dennis. Sweeney 

in his cell at Rikers Island when ‘in fact she did note wo 

In sum, The Council Finds the article to have heen marred by the 

over- -use of unattributed sources, by. a writing style SO colored and 

imaginative as to blur precise meanings, and by such reckless and 

speculative. construction as to result in profound unfairness to the 

victim of a demented killer. The complaints are found warranted. 

Concurring: “Abel, Bell, Brady, Cooney, Decter, Ghiglione, Hornby. oo 

Huston, Maynard, Pulitzer, Scott, Stanton and van den Haag. } 

Dissenting: Miller. 

DISSENTING OPINION BY MILLER: I would have to be convinced that Teresa 

Carpenter made up what she wrote before I could agree with the. 

majority that this complaint is warranted: I am not convinced that 

she did and I cannot assume that she did. 

I agree that her use of unidentified sources was reckless, but this 

practice is unfortunately very widespread and spreading. "Many. editors today 

appear to believe they have done their duty when they publish or broadcast an 

item that says, "Sources Say..." 

Abstainina: Isaacs.




